The Right to Reentry: A Look at the Unemployment Crisis for Individuals with Criminal Records and Tennessee’s Efforts to Solve the Problem
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“Americans share a faith in simple dreams. A job with wages that can support a family. Health care that we can count on and afford. A retirement that is dignified and secure. Education and opportunity for our kids. Common homes. American dreams.” As Americans, having the chance to achieve economic security and promotion is cherished. But what happens to that dream for those who have a criminal record? Nearly 600,000 persons are released from prison each year, and a grand total of almost 70 million Americans have a criminal record. As a result, reentry and reintegration efforts have increased with the hope of reducing recidivism. Though these efforts have increased, unemployment among persons with criminal records has only gotten worse. In an effort to help, states have enacted measures to help persons with criminal records gain employment. This paper examines the issue of unemployment among persons with criminal
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records by beginning at the roots of the problem: mass incarceration, overcriminalization and collateral consequences. This paper then examines the national unemployment problem for ex-offenders, and Tennessee’s efforts to aid in the solution of the problem. Finally, this paper looks critically at its effects on the unemployment problem, the programs enacted and offers potential recommendations for improvement.

I. The Problem: Mass Incarceration, Overcriminalization and Collateral Consequences

The increase in mass incarceration, the prevalence of overcriminalization and the resulting consequences often leave those with criminal records with barriers to reintegrating into society that are often difficult to overcome. What caused this problem? One scholar has suggested that the urgency is driven by “mass criminalization, mass collateral consequences of criminal records, technological advances that make criminal records easily accessible, and a national obsession with viewing all aspects of people’s pasts.”7 Today, over 2.2 million individuals are incarcerated in America.8 Additionally, one in three people have some type of criminal record in the United States.9 If these numbers seem high, then your instincts are correct. The United States incarcerates more individuals than any other nation in the world.10
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States also has the highest prison population rate. The eventual release of such a large portion of the United States population, presents a situation where many people spend months, and in many cases years living in a world much different than the one that they will see once released. Once released, those formerly incarcerated persons face immense barriers to overcome.

Similarly, overcriminalization lies at the root of the reentry problem. The term “overcriminalization” refers to the “overuse and abuse of criminal law to address every societal problem and punish every mistake.” In the last 40 years, the federal criminal law has increased drastically in scope. Historically, federal criminal law focused on wrongful conduct. For example, things like murder, theft, and treason. Today, what is criminalized is far broader than the historical conduct that was deemed inherently wrong. The number of criminal offenses has increased from about 3,000 in 1980 to 4,450 in 2008. Congress isn’t the only body to blame for the increase, federal agencies, state and local legislatures also share the blame. At present, the number of statutes and regulations that make things a crime is so high that the Congressional Research Service, the American Bar Association and the United States Justice Department cannot count them all.

Finally, the collateral consequences that result from having a criminal record stand in the way of reentry. Collateral Consequences are defined as “the purportedly nonpunitive, noncriminal consequences that can flow automatically or as a matter of discretion from a
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criminal conviction.”

Today, having a criminal record comes with a seemingly endless list of collateral consequences. So, not only are people serving sentences in prison, but when they have served their time, they face barriers that no other American must face. Collateral consequences can affect a variety of life aspects. Some include immigration, property rights, employment and public assistance. Additionally, criminal records prevent people from having access to services like affordable housing, employment, food assistance and education.

The imposition of collateral consequences has increased exponentially. With their increase, there is the added collateral consequence: people. The stigma associated with having a criminal record has been referred to as the “defining consequence of a criminal conviction.” Having a criminal record is argued to be the equivalent of having a “perpetual badge of infamy.”

This added collateral consequence has a social and economic impact. These social and economic consequences are compounded with the emergence of technology which has made the effects of collateral consequences widespread. Today, people have access to a criminal record with the click of a button. This makes having a criminal record increasingly more difficult than in years past. Fifteen to twenty years ago employers, landlords, or neighbors that wanted access
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to a person’s criminal record had more steps to take.\textsuperscript{34} They had to go to the courthouse to view the physical paper, in sometimes several jurisdictions depending on the person.\textsuperscript{35} As a result of a 2002 E-Government act, federal agencies and courts are being pushed to make criminal records available electronically.\textsuperscript{36} As a result, several states have followed with the transition of physical criminal records to digital criminal records.\textsuperscript{37}

For many, having a criminal record is the “de facto informal basis for job denial” which in turn has an oppressive economic impact that for some acts as the largest hurdle to reentry.\textsuperscript{38} And unfortunately, the oppressive economic impact is met with the inability to secure employment. While it seems fairly easy to get a criminal record, it is even harder to get rid of it and live life after getting one.\textsuperscript{39}

\section{II. The Solution: The Rise of Reintegration and Reentry Projects}

Now that the problem has been presented, it is time to take a look at the solutions. The solutions presented by legislatures and organizations fall into several categories, they range from things like Federal and State reentry task forces,\textsuperscript{40} to reentry legislation aimed at helping persons successfully reintegrate into society,\textsuperscript{41} and grant funded reentry programs.\textsuperscript{42} With nearly 600,000
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prisoners being released each year, efforts to provide reentry services have presented a viable solution to the problem. In Tennessee, the types of reentry services vary. The state provides some reentry services for prisoners during their period of incarceration. Additionally, Governor Bill Lee has created a Criminal Justice Investment task force to improve public safety and further develop reentry efforts.

In Tennessee, the Tennessee Department of Corrections believes that reentry is important largely because it enhances the possibility of public safety. They believe that reentry identifies “an individual’s risks and needs upon entry into the justice system and develops a system of treatment and programming throughout their incarceration, transition, and reentry into the community.” Crime free reintegration hinges on a person’s ability to successfully reintegrate into society. Successful reintegration happens when those formerly incarcerated have the opportunity to have economic security, employment, and access to resources.

III. The Unsolved Problem & Inadequate Remedies: Unemployment among Ex-Offenders

a. Issue Overview
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Though these efforts to provide support for ex-offenders exist, the largest hurdle for someone with a criminal record is often finding employment. Those who overcome the high hurdle of a criminal record in the workplace are undoubtedly change agents.49 One year after release, about 75 percent of formerly incarcerated individuals are still unemployed.50 The current rate of unemployment for formerly incarcerated people is 27 percent higher than the total United States unemployment rate during any historical period.51 If this rate of unemployment was mirrored in the general population, then it would be of great public concern.52 The unemployment rate is the highest within the first two years after release.53

The issue is not that people in this category don’t want to work, it’s that there are “structural barriers” to gaining employment after release.54 This high rate of unemployment cannot be explained by the overrepresentation of people of color in the system.55 It’s not race, it is their status as being someone who was formerly incarcerated.56 There is a perpetual counterproductive cycle of punishment, release, and poverty.57 Overall, this negatively impacts employers, jobseekers and taxpayers.58 Finally, when those who have served time do get a job, they are often jobs that lack security, and high wages.59 An analysis conducted by the Brookings Institution of the IRS data showed that formerly incarcerated individuals received a wage that put
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them below the poverty line. Given this, there is an apparent gap between the applicant with the criminal record and the employer with the hiring power.

b. Through the Employer’s Lens

Employers’ concerns about hiring individuals that were formerly incarcerated stem from their desire to avoid any legal liability. There have also been additional concerns expressed about jobseekers in that category ability to perform the functions of the job consistently, and customer reactions. The most common of suits that employers tend to want to avoid are negligent hiring cases. In negligent hiring cases, an employer can be held liable for harm that their employees inflict on to third parties when the employer knew or should have known of the employees propensity to cause harm, or if the risk would have been uncovered with a reasonable investigation.

On the opposite end of that concern, one federal Magistrate Judge in Maryland has argued that “no research has shown that workplace violence is generally attributable to employee ex-offenders or that hiring ex-offenders is causally linked to increased workplace violence.”

c. Inadequate Remedies

To create an incentive for employers to hire and set their concerns about the legal liability associated with hiring aside, states have begun to pass laws that limit employer liability for
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negligent hiring. Generally, those types of laws fall into three categories, (1) evidentiary limitation, (2) restoration of rights certificate, and (3) presumption against liability. With the evidentiary limitations, the opposing side would not be able to use the employee’s criminal history unless that criminal history directly relates to the facts underlying the claim.

The second category of legislation passed is restoration of rights certificates. These certificates allow for a judge to enter an order for those who meet certain criteria. That certificate creates a presumption of “due care” so long as the employer knew about the certificate at the time of hiring. Finally, the presumption against liability is the third category. Under this category, if an employer chooses to comply with the laws about criminal-background investigations, then in some circumstances there is a presumption against liability for negligent hiring cases.

Stepping aside from state-based incentives, the Federal Government has enacted some programs that help create an incentive for employers. One program is run by the Department of Labor. It provides six-month bonds on behalf of individuals who despite their criminal record are otherwise qualified for the position. This incentive acknowledges the employer’s concerns about legal liability and gives employers the chance to give people a chance. If the employer retains the employee after six-months, they can apply for private bonding insurance. This incentive has been used in about 50,000 job placements.
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Second, some employers have expressed concerns about customer reactions to hiring ex-offenders. Though these concerns exist, employers are concerned with how the hiring of these persons might impact the economic performance of their business. Finally, some employers have expressed concern about the jobseeker’s consistency and ability to perform. Though these concerns exist, a survey has shown that employees that have a criminal record are generally retained at a much higher rate than those without a criminal history. In turn, this can reduce an employer’s retention, recruitment line item by around $4,000 for low-skilled, white collar workers.

**d. Employer Preference/Bias**

Because of the concerns discussed previously, employers have reacted by employing based on preferences and bias that has no real consequences. Employer preferences and bias exists for even the smallest offense to the largest. Evidence has demonstrated that jobseekers with a criminal record reduce callback rates by 50 percent, 28 percent for people without a criminal record to 15 percent for those with one. Traditionally, employers have viewed ex-offenders as the least desirable applicants. When we add in the issue of race in conjunction to criminal records, African Americans with a criminal record are 50 percent less likely to get a callback compared to white people. For even minor offenses, jobseekers with criminal records face hurdles. For example, a teacher in New York, faced immense struggles after a marijuana
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conviction. Additionally, a woman in Maryland was denied a job at a school cafeteria because of an arrest in 1963 that did not result in a conviction.

When you look at employer’s preferences on the national scale, the results get interesting. A survey conducted by SHRM revealed that 14 percent of Human Resources professionals said that they would be willing to hire someone with a criminal record. Further, large portions of employers are “willing to work with individuals with criminal records. 55 percent of managers were willing, 15 percent were unwilling, 29 percent were in between. While these preferences exist, about 82 percent of managers and 67 percent of HR professionals reported that they believed the “quality of hire” for jobseekers with criminal records to be either the same or higher for those without a criminal record. These preferences presented by employers have no real consequences. Employers who demonstrate racial bias in hiring face federal consequences. Unlike, employers who demonstrate racial bias in hiring, employers who have biases against those with a criminal record, commit no violation of federal law. The lack of consequences, combined with the lack of protections for those who have a criminal record, leave those with a record struggling to find employment.

IV. Taking a Closer Look: Tennessee’s efforts to Bridge the Gap
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Tennessee lawmakers have implemented a law that was aimed at helping ex-offenders secure employment. The law went into effect in July 2014. The effort was a bipartisan effort sponsored by State Senator Brian Kelsey (R) and State Representative Karen Camper (D). They wanted to ultimately to create a bill that would help felons find work. They wanted to give people that had a criminal conviction the chance to get a certificate that would help address employers concerns about legal liability. Their thoughts were that a “vetted and comprehensive certification process” would help encourage employers to hire those with criminal convictions. And in turn, this would enhance community safety and provide a path to employment for more jobseekers.

The Tennessee Department of Correction (TDOC) believes that reentry begins at adjudication. They go on to add that it is comprehensive, and encompasses rehabilitative services like “medical, behavioral health and substance use treatment, education, vocational training, religious and volunteer services, correctional counseling, and employment services and assistance.

a. Certificates of Employability
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The legislation resulted in the imposition of a Certificate of Employability law. The law is codified in TCA 40-29-107. Essentially, the certificate is an order issued by the local circuit court judge. In order for the judge to issue the order, the judge must find the following:

(1) finding that the person has sustained the character of a person of honesty, respectability and veracity and is generally regarded as such by their neighbors, the court also must find that
(2) Granting the petition will materially assist the person in obtaining employment or occupational licensing;
(3) The person has a substantial need for the relief requested in order to live a law-abiding life; and
(4) Granting the petition would not pose an unreasonable risk to the safety of the public or any individual.

In order to apply for the petition, you must do so through a written petition to the court as a part of the convicted felon’s efforts to have their voting rights restored. In order to be eligible to receive the petition, the applicant must have been convicted of or pled to a nonviolent crime. Additionally, the applicant must be released or fulfilled all requirements associated with the conviction. Those who apply for the certificate are required to give notice of the petition to the District Attorney and the United States Attorney of the county/district where the person resides. The relevant prosecutors have the potential to contest the petition. The District Attorneys also have to send notice to the victims for the crimes, so that they may have the potential to contest the petition.

b. The Value
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Studies show that the absence of stable employment causes an increase in the likelihood of return to incarceration.\textsuperscript{107} Those with criminal records need stable employment for the exact same reasons as those without a criminal record.\textsuperscript{108} They still need to provide for family, follow their dreams, and add value to their communities.\textsuperscript{109} A 2008 study found that individuals who earned $10/hour or more two months after release were half as likely to return to prison, 8 percent recidivism rate.\textsuperscript{110} Those who earned $7 per hour were at 16 percent.\textsuperscript{111} Those that were unemployed had a 23 percent chance of returning to prison.\textsuperscript{112} Additionally, those who are employed help create positive economic impacts like:

(1) Increased earnings;
(2) Increased tax revenue on the increased earnings;
(3) No costs associated with criminal justice, social services agencies because the person is employed.\textsuperscript{113}

Tennesseans who are granted the certificate will reap the benefits listed above.\textsuperscript{114} But they will also have a better chance at obtaining licenses and certifications that require a clean record.\textsuperscript{115} Having a certificate of employability does not require the agency to issue the certifications that their criminal record might block.\textsuperscript{116} Though the certificate doesn’t force the agency to issue the license, having the license does help the issuing agency give a decision in
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favor of the applicant. The agencies are still free to consider the circumstances of the convictions that are placing a hold on the license.

Tennessee’s efforts to help with the unemployment gap directly address employer’s concerns. Employers are provided with a defense to negligent hiring or supervision claims that surface as a result of the employee’s past convictions. Also, to claim the defense, the employer must have known about the certificate at the time of hiring. This is helpful for employers because they will have an incentive to set aside their concerns about legal liability when hiring a person with the certificate.

c. The Hurdles

While the value exists, there are hurdles for both the certificate holder and the employer. The certificate applicant and holder faces the biggest issue, which is that applying for and obtaining the certificate requires employment. Employers still have the latitude to have preferences in hiring. Also, the certificate does not create immunity for an employer for negligence in hiring claims. The employer still risks being liable for the employee’s actions especially, if the employee demonstrates dangerous tendencies, or picks up new charges if the employer had knowledge of the tendencies/convictions and still chose to keep the employee on staff.
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The hurdles for the applicant and holder largely stem from the difficulty associated with obtaining the certificate.\textsuperscript{127} For those that desire to have the certificate, you have to petition the judge.\textsuperscript{128} The process is lengthy, and it involves great care.\textsuperscript{129} In most cases, the applicant will need a lawyer to apply.\textsuperscript{130} This presents a grave financial barrier.\textsuperscript{131} An additional financial barrier is presented along with the cost of legal counsel, that barrier is the $150 fine associated with obtaining the license.\textsuperscript{132} In addition to the financial hurdle, if a person obtains the certificate and later incurs new convictions, then the certificate can be revoked.\textsuperscript{133}

The hurdles faced by employers and applicants are so oppressive that they almost negate any value that the legislators intended to render. Employers have a justified interest in protecting their business from lawsuits. On the other end of the equation are jobseekers with criminal records. They too have a justified interest in securing gainful employment. The problem is that this equation does not balance out, and Tennessee’s efforts with certificate of employability do not really help balance the equation. There are so many hurdles associated with the certificate, that seeking out the certificate has a burden that outweighs the value.

\textbf{d. Recommendations for Improvement}

Tennessee’s certificate of employability statute is young, but it has room for improvement. The largest area where improvement is needed is in the accessibility of the form. Right now, the application for a certificate is lengthy and often requires the help of an attorney. Improvements
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to the form’s accessibility will greatly impact its utility and overall impact. Second, lawmakers need to mandate data tracking for applicants. After a thorough search, no data exists on the number of applicants or certificate holders, which makes evaluating the certificates usefulness difficult. Finally, Tennessee should research and offer incentives to employers who chose to hire certificate holders.

V. Conclusion

With so many prisoners being released each year, reentry is the problem that we cannot ignore.134 The unemployment among criminal record holders and formerly incarcerated individuals is also a problem that cannot be ignored. The effect of having a criminal record presents official and unofficial consequences that have social and economic consequences. As a result of these consequences, states have begun to enact legislation to help persons with criminal records secure employment. In Tennessee, the legislatures enactment of the certificate of employability has value, but the hurdles associated are high, leaving the unemployment problem unsolved.
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